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Lip Service 

The undesirability of the „overlip‟ is a concept that was made emphatic in the revised Boxer breed 

standard of 2005. Yet it is often misunderstood by judges and breeders alike, or dismissed as 
unimportant. Not so!  

By definition, when viewing the closed mouth directly from the front, an overlip is an upper lip that covers 

all or part of the properly upturned chin. The standard says, “The lips, which complete the formation of 

the muzzle, should meet evenly in front. The upper lip is thick and padded, filling out the frontal space 

created by the projection of the lower jaw…” That is, the upper and lower lip, seen from the front, just 

touch each other, the upper resting ON, not OVER, the lower. Far too commonly seen in the ring today, 

the overlip totally ruins proper expression and in its severest form can obscure the entire chin. Expression 

turns into an „Andy Gump” look, rather silly and lacking nobility. If you look at photos of such animals next 

to their more correct counterparts, this lack of expression is immediately noticeable. Eliminating the 

overlip in a breeding program is not easy. It will continue to be very difficult to breed a proper meeting of 

upper and lower lip, so long as too many breeders neglect this essential component that reflects proper 

jaw structure. And as breeders neglect it, and populate the ring with faulty specimens in this respect, so 

too do judges remain unaware. The overlip had become such a problem that the 2005 revised standard, 

which eliminated „fault‟ paragraphs, saw fit to make a special exception of the overlip: “Any suggestion of 
an overlip obscuring the chin should be penalized.”  

The standard also reminds us that “The muzzle, proportionately developed in length, width, and depth, 

has a shape influenced first through the formation of both jawbones, second through the placement of the 

teeth, and third through the texture of the lips.” It is the thick texture of the padded upper lip that allows 

it to rest comfortably at the margin of the thinner lower lip that just covers the lower jawbone. The 

contours of the upper lip are also modified by correctly placed upper and lower canines that influence the 

shape of the muzzle when the mouth is closed. Rather than a silly nitpicky detail, the lip placement is an 

essential component of a good head with correct muzzle structure and bite. If we tolerate overlips, we 

agree to tolerate faulty bone structure and the tooth placement underneath, adversely affecting the ability 

of the Boxer to catch and hold fierce large prey. Such limitations compromise the dog‟s proper form and 

function in a breed where the standard looked long and hard at the original „work‟ for which the 

antecedents of the modern Boxer were bred.  
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